We study questions of existence and weak convergence of solutions of stochastic differential equations of the type
Introduction
BoB*(x)z&I, XErRd,
for some K, E > 0, where Ix]= (Cy=, (x')~)"~, I].]] denotes the usual operator norm in the space of linear operators P'(Rd, Rd), and I is the d x d identity matrix. Due to works of Krylov (see [7] and the references given there) it is well known that under (l) , (2) there exists a weak solution of the stochastic differential equation (SDE) of the diffusion type I f x,=x+ B(X) dK+ 0 I ' A(X) ds, tglQ+, XERd,
Next, his results on existence and Markov selection were generalized to equations with jumps by Anulova and Pragarauskas [2] .
On the other hand for one-dimensional SDEs of the type (3) these problems have been solved completely by Engelbert and Schmidt [4] .
In the present paper we strengthen Krylov's results in two directions. First, we considerably weaken the assumption (2) , and secondly, we give existence results for equations driven by a continuous local martingales. Now we describe briefly the content of the paper. In Section 2 we investigate weak convergence of solutions of equations of the type
where
and the Radon-Nikodym derivative
for some E > 0. Using stability results of this section we show in Section 3 that under the conditions
Fc E, (6) where F = {x E lRd; I,, (det B 0 B*(y))-' dy = +m for every open neighborhood U, of XE [W~} and E = {xEIW~; B(x) =0 and A(x) =0} there exists a weak solution of the SDE (4). In the case M = W we can also select a strong Markov weak solution.
Definitions
and required results from the general theory of stochastic processes and SDEs can be found in Krylov [7] and Mttivier [9] . Now we introduce some definitions and notations used further on. We will say that the SDE (4) has a weak solution if there exists a filtered probability space (Q 9, (@,),tR+, @), an (9) c rcR+ adapted local martingale %!l and an (9,) rcR+ adapted process X such that W+; lRd) . Unless otherwise stated we assume X(0) = 0, however our results are true also without this restriction.
By Ld(K) we will denote the space of all measurable functions f; f: [Wd + iw such that
The abbreviation a.e. will mean 'almost everywhere' with respect to the Lebesgue measure, 's', '3' denote convergence in law and in probability, respectively.
Weak convergence of solutions of SDE's
Lemma 1 below is a generalization of Krylov's estimates for diffusion processes. 11
is the crucial tool in the proof of Theorem 1.
Lemma 1. Suppose (1) and
det Bo B*(x)>O, XE~.
If X is a solution of the SDE (4) on some probability space (0, 9, (sr) Proof. Let X' denote the martingale part of X. By Proposition 22.7 in [9] ,
Let {r&4 be a reducing sequence of stopping times for M and T = TN A -rk. Since 
and letting k?cc we get the desired result. 0
For n EN let (a", 9", (S:),,,+, 9") be a filtered probability space satisfying the usual conditions and let M" = (M"', . . . , Mnd) be an (9:),,,+ local martingale with trajectories in C(R+; W"). Let X" be a solution, on the space (a", 9", (9:),,,+, 9"), to the following SDE: (11) is uniformly integrable on each compact subset of Rd,
det B,oB~(x)>O, XE[W~.
In the sequel we will write B,
subset K of Rd. Now, we are ready to formulate our convergence theorem. (0, g, @) , and processes X, I\;r defined on (0, .2%, 9) 
Theorem 1. Suppose (1 I)-( 13). Let {Xn}ntN be a sequence of solutions of the SDEs (10). (i) If M" 3 M then the sequence {(X", Mn)},eN is tight in C(W', RZd). (ii) Assume B, + B, A,, + A in L,,, and that there exist a probability space
Then h?I is a local martingale adapted to the natural filtration (%*) tGR+ of the pair (X, n;i) and Therefore it is sufficient to show tightness of {X",N},eN for fixed NE R+. To see this we use a criterion given by Aldous [l] . Let us denote by Xnc3N the martingale part of XnTN, n EN. Since X",N = X"c*N+(Xn,N -Xnc3N) we need only to check tightness of {X"C*N},tN and of {X"3N -X"C'N},tN.
As for {X"C3N},eN it is sufficient to prove tightness of {(X"C3N)},,sN. By Theorem 1 in Aldous [l] , it only remains to verify that for each sequence {T,,},,,~ of { 9") c ttR+ stopping times and each sequence {8n}ncN of positive constants such that 6, & 0, T,, + 6, s q, n E N, q E iR+. By the Lenglart type inequality proved in Rebolledo [lo] for every 7, y > 0,
As a consequence tightness of {M"},,rm implies that of {(Mn)},EN. On the other hand it is clear that
By tightness of {(M")},,N the last term tends to 0 if n --f co. Tightness of {XnzN -V,N X ]n& we prove in a similar way. Hence {Xn},eN is tight in C(R+; Rd). By standard arguments {(X", M")},EN is tight in C(Iw+, IF~*~).
(ii) That ii? is a local martingale adapted to the natural filtration of the pair (X, a) is well known.
By the convergence X" -3 X we have TN = inf{ t E R+; IX,] > N}T l too a.s. and in order to finish the proof of (ii) it is sufficient to show that there exists a sequence {N&M, Nk t +CO such that for every k E N, _%" * is a solution of the stopped SDE ( ThA, X hh, ti) in R X C(R+, FP).
Now we are going to prove (17) for'each fixed kEfU To simplify the notations we will write in the sequel N instead of Nk. 
(for the standard construction of such sequences see e.g. [7] ). It follows by (18) and by Theorem 2.6 from the paper [5] that for every i E N,
By Lemma 1, (20) 
II(Gn-B)o(Gi-B)*(XY)II d(M")v i-m n+m o
Similarly,
Now we show that (9) is true with X, A? instead of X, M. To obtain this let us first assume that f(x) is continuous.
By (14) and Theorem 2.6 in [5] ,
I
.ATG
Therefore by Theorem 5.3 in [3] and Lemma 1 for every t E I&!' we have
The proof of the inequality is standard (see e.g. Krylov and M", we show / I-.
(9) for all nonnegative measurable functions f=f(x) [7] ). By the above, in much the same way as for X"
By what has been already proved and Theorem 4.2 in [3] we get Hence, in 58 x C(R', R3d). Therefore by the continuous mapping theorem X" is a solution of the stopped equation (17) and the proof of (ii) is finished.
(iii) It is an immediate consequence of (ii). 0
Existence of weak solutions of SDEs with noncontinuous coefficients
In this section we study existence of weak solutions of SDEs of the type (4 
-(E)= inf{ t E R+: w, E F( e)\aF( E)} and by the definition T-(E) = limCpfF T(Q). Since T-(e) 2 T(E) analogously
to the proof of Lemma 11.1.2 in [ll] we will be finished once we have shown that
for all but a countable number of E. But 8 + E exp( -T(E)) is nonnegative, nondecreasing and right continuous.
Therefore with the exception of at most countably many E, T(e)= T-(E) CP-a.s. 0 Theorem 2. Suppose (5), (6) and let M be a continuous local martingale such that
for some E > 0. Then the SDE (4) has a weak solution.
Proof.
Step 1. First let us assume (l) , (2) instead of (5), (6) . Using the standard procedure (see e.g. Krylov [7] That the SDE (4) has a weak solution now follows from Theorem 1.
Step 2. Now, we assume (5) and integrability of (det B 0 B*)-' on all compact subsets of Rd. Let A, B be versions of A, B (this means A = A, B = B a.e.) such that
det Bo B*(x)>O, XEIW~. Step 1 for every n E N there exists a probability space (fin, 8", (9"I:),,R+, 9'") and (9") t ,tW+ local martingale M" and an (9:) ,aR+ adapted process X" such that 9?( M") = 2'(M) and is also a solution of the SDE (4).
Step 3. Finally we assume the conditions (5), (6) . It is easy to see that F is a closed subset of Rd. Since F = 0 implies local integrability of (det B 0 B*)-', we can assume F f 0. Let F(E) be as in Lemma 2. Let us put B(x) B,(x)= I 1 forx& F(n-'), forxE F(n-').
Then it is clear by (ii) that for every n E N there exists a solution X" on some space (O",P",(%:),,,+, P'"), i.e. 
